
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of consumer insights manager. We appreciate you taking the time to
review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of
the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for consumer insights manager

Turner's Consumer Insights, Research and Analytics team provides insights
and analysis about the media landscape identifying, contextualizing and
socializing key trends and estimating future scenarios
We represent the needs of Research across the organization and establish
and maintain best practices for multiplatform media measurement
We listen to consumers, analyze behavioral data, and turn the findings into
insights to influence our company strategy
The Manager of Research for Consumer Insights and Corporate Reporting is
a unique opportunity to provide in-depth analyses, forecasts, and reporting
that will answer strategic company level questions and drive business
decisions
The position is based in Atlanta, GA
Execute major studies on key strategic issues translating learning to specific
implications and recommended actions to drive business results
Work with the Director to support the overall business in insights projects as
the expertise center through best practice and thought leadership
Work closely with brand and international teams to leverage developments,
systems and processes where possible roll out information/projects
Design, manage, and present findings on a broad range of quantitative and
qualitative research
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Qualifications for consumer insights manager

Ideally 3-5 years’ of related experience in media, agency, or marketing
research
Skilled in the application of research questionnaire design
Experienced using syndicated research/data tools
Advanced use of Microsoft PowerPoint, Excel and Word
Ability to extract, interpret, and easily communicate data and trends
Demonstrated analytical and problem-solving skills and ability to manage
multiple priorities


